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NEW QUESTION: 1
You are the project manager of the GYH project for your organization. Management has asked
you to begin identifying risks and to use an information gathering technique. Which one of the
following risk identification approaches is an information gathering technique?
A. Documentation reviews
B. Root cause analysis
C. Assumptions analysis
D. SWOT analysis
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
Why might a network administrator choose distributed virtual switches instead of stand-alone
switches for network segmentation?
A. To standardize on a single vendor
B. To maximize data plane efficiency
C. To ensure isolation of management traffic
D. To reduce the risk of configuration errors
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which two of the following statements are most accurate about the Split-For-Each and
Split-Join shapes? (Choose Two)
A. Both shapes create separate Threads for sub-processes they create
B. Both shapes allow you to continue processing when ANY or ALL of the sub processes
complete

C. Split-For-Each allows you to execute different sub-flows whereas Split-Join calls the same
process on different pages
D. Split-Join allows you to execute different sub-flows whereas Split-For-Each calls the same
process on different pages
E. Split-For-Each can only be used when iterating over a list of work objects
Answer: B,D
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